Mid-Atlantic Broadband Delivers Multi-Terabit Capacity Across Live
Network in Southern Virginia
South Boston, VA., - April 9, 2014 - Mid-Atlantic Broadband Communities Corporation (MBC), a
successful wholesale fiber-optic open-access network transport provider, completed a trial last week
delivering multi-terabit capacity on its existing network across southern Virginia.
The trial demonstrated MBC's ability to deliver multi-terabit capacity providing more bandwidth for data
center operators, cloud providers, research and technology companies looking to expand into southern
Virginia. The demonstration was conducted with Infinera's DTN-X packet optical transport networking
platform, featuring 500 Gigabit per second (Gb/s) super-channels. This trial proved MBC's network's
ability to easily transition to supporting next generation terabit transport capability based on its existing
Infinera DTN network.
"This trial underscores MBC's ability to rapidly deliver terabit capacity on our existing network," said Tad
Deriso, President & CEO of MBC. “As we look toward expanding and enhancing MBC's network
infrastructure to accommodate 100Gb/s transport circuits throughout the region, this successful trial is
validation that MBC will be able to continually deliver high capacity, scalable bandwidth to our carrier
customers."
MBC recently launched GoSOVA, an economic development initiative designed to attract growing, global
companies to expand and locate in Southern Virginia (SOVA). Working in partnership with local and
regional economic development groups, GoSOVA helps create and coordinate outreach programs that
raise awareness of the region’s talented workforce, pro-business environment and connected
infrastructure via Southern Virginia’s advanced open-access telecom network built and operated by
MBC. For more information, visit www.gosova.com
About Mid-Atlantic Broadband Communities
Mid-Atlantic Broadband Communities (MBC) is a non-profit 501(c)(4) organization, committed to
providing economic development leadership to southern Virginia. MBC promotes economic
development in southern Virginia through the operation of a successful advanced open access fiber
optic network, providing wholesale telecommunications transport services, colocation and tower
leasing. Since its inception in 2004 and by offering a state-of-the art fiber optic network, MBC has
supported the recruitment of major investments including data centers, call center/operations centers,
advanced manufacturing, research and development, and bio-tech industries. For more information,
visit www.mbc-va.com
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